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About This Game

After experiencing a traumatic accident, you awake to find yourself in a strange, new, and dynamic foggy town, that is filled to
the brim with oddities and quirks. Players will experience a little yet big tale about what goes on in the afterlife. Will you help

the ghosts reclaim their place of resting, or will you help the demons further their grip on this strange land? Boasting a bold
action battle system, players will have their abilities tested through formulating strategies and managing resources on the fly.

Everyone has become insane from the lack of sleep.

With a hooded figure offering you shelter and a gun, you set out to kill four ruling gods, who have been wreaking havoc on your
once humble little town. Discover the truth and stop a malicious cult, all in the same day!

Key Features:
-Hub-based level design that encourages exploration

-Beefy Action RPG combat system that encourages strategization
-Pulsing soundtrack to keep you immersed

-A lore that's more than meets the eye
-A fun hidden mini-game!
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stay woke ethereal edition

Yes, I enjoyed this. Plays just like the card Game, The AI makes a few strange moves and although I have not played all the
different ones available I have won the game by a rather large margin. Think the AI needs to be a bit stonger.
Not many playing Online at the moment and so there is no-one around to give a challenging game.
Hopefully this should improve as more people purchase the game.
So, Yes, very good but needs to be bit tougher in order to make the game really exciting.

Update. Seem to be having problems playing an online game. Message read "Object reference not set to an instance of an
object" and then the game crashes. Pity really because I was looking for some good online players. Obviously needs a little more
work to fix this bug.. I am not an arcade guy. The destruction feeling was great. I loved the ultimately high tempo and time limit
instead of health-bar is an incredible idea. The last boss... Endless tries and finally worth the challenge. Congratulations Aussie
mates, waiting for the sequel already .)). I've waited for this since kickstart and I'm damn impressed with the story and just the
art style itself.. looks promising, but without continuous updates it'd be extremely boring - like a spin off of stardew. the
graphics and mechanics also got to me. the romantic interest rivalry seems cool tho. A beautiful prequel to the arma series,
really good to see the roots of Bohemia and the Arma series. Great game from my childhood. RealArcade was fun to play while
it lasted. The nostalgia.... Completed chapter 1 and 2... not a difficult start, but it gets interesting. Nice concept and execution!.
Two thumbs up from me!

Great game already, fantastic feel to the controls for viewing the play area.

A few fun singleplayer scenarios that are quite hard and then there is a sandbox practice mode against AI and also matchmaking
which I played with a friend.

Really looking forward to seeing where this goes. Definitely one of my favorite VR games I have found so far. Worth every
penny! I would recommend buying it now if you are thinking about it.

There is a discord for finding people to matchmake with.
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I liked this game.

Yes, it is not perfect, and the graphics are not that great as in other (high price) games. But you can play it without bigger bugs
or problems, and if you liked Homeworld a little bit, you should give it a try. When you play, please remember: This game was
developed by one developer. Chapeau!

In total, you'll get 32 missions; they are not very difficult, so RTS enthusiasts may be disappointed - I was not. I am a rather slow
player, I spent approx. 11 hours for this game - others may need less, but I doubt that two hours (as one reviewer mentioned) is
realistic if you play all missions. So, I'd recommend Nomad Fleet.. Did somebody say better than Darksouls? Yes. I did. Just
now. About this game. It's a tough one but boy is it worth it. Gosh darn it I still can't get that Egypt level out of my head, a prime
example of gaming as an art form right there. The story is... to put it simply, worthy of an Oscar. The visuals are stunning, I felt
like I was living in a Van Gogh painting. And the best part? It's not locked at 30FPS! (Take that Mafia 3)

A must have in the collection of any serious video game player.. I'll admit this does little for the game at all but if it supports
SCS, I'm onboard. 10\/10. Super simple but a really good fun little game. It really brings out the competitiveness and you and
last time I played it, a gang of about 8 of us were taking turns playing and screaming at the tv. Cool tunes too. Like that they
included content for all teams and a neat rocket boost but HOW COULD THERE NOT AT THE VERY LEAST BE A
RESKIN OF THE BALLISTIC GOAL EXPLOSION, BUT WITH BASEBALLS!!!!!!!????? Please. Make. That.

Then it will be complete.. Not as good as Black ops 2, but not as bad as Infinite Warfare.. Okay a review, firstly there are those
that complain (wrongly or rightly) about the full price of a 'normal' route, that being \u00a324.99, and of course it depends on
how big\/how complex\/how detailed those routes are. The recent Teesdale route is a good example, a decent sized route with
good complexity and nice scenery, so the price tag could be justified, However, when developers start to produce routes like
China Clay, which are mainly very small, and used primarily for shunting etc. I think that \u00a315 is perhaps only justified if
the detail on the route itself is pretty enough to generate longevity in what may quickly become boring.

In this case I can't honestly say that this applies here. As much as I want to enjoy this route there are some major flaws, and not
just in the route itself, but also the scenarios. The detail on the route is okay, but lacks 3D trees to give it depth and detail, and
the distant scenery isn't wonderful. The night lighting is extremely sparse and needs work which leads me onto the scenarios, or
two in particular; Tavistock mixed clay, and the dark evenings are drawing in. It is virtually impossible to see anything out of the
cab on both these scenarios (and given the lack of decent exterior lights on the BR loco), which renders the scenario utterly dull
and pointless. Some buildings such as the loco shed only have exterior graphics and are not fully rendered in 3D, so on one
scenario (I think it's 'blazing a trail'), you literally have to drive the wagons into a non interior rendered building, very poor
indeed.

To sum up, it needs a bit of extra attention to bring this up to scratch, or reduce the price. For \u00a310 more you could get the
wonderfullly detailed Western Lines Of Scotland,far far superior. A shame really.. Lag is Terrible. PÁ CARAI VÉI!
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